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SAFARILAND® 015 
OPEN CLASS COMPETITION HOLSTER

SAFARILAND® 015  
OPEN CLASS COMPETITION HOLSTER   

Machined from virgin aluminum, the Model 015 Open Class Com-
petition Holster offers excellent stabilization and little resistance, 
ensuring a fast draw. The advanced design incorporates a rotating 
lock that secures the handgun into a model-specific trigger block, 
allowing secure retention without the need for a muzzle piece.  By 
rotating the lever towards the rear of the firearm the trigger block 
is unlocked, providing a fast and efficient draw during the natural 
gripping motion. 

Adjustability is achieved via a ball joint system which allows  
freedom of movement and easily accommodates thumb rests, red 
dot sights, and additional adjustments to limit interference. The 
ball joint provides ample clamping force thus securing fine-tuned 
positioning throughout the life of the holster.

The 015 can be used for a variety of competition disciplines. For 
3-Gun competitors or others looking for additional support and  
protection, an optional Muzzle Adaptor is available (sold separately 
as the 015A or with holster as the 015XL). Additionally, for ease of 
travel  the 015 can be taken down for packing without losing the 
shooter’s set position.  Available in Black, Red, or Blue for most 
2011 steel and polymer frame pistols.    

 

FAST AND EFFICIENT DRAW DURING  
THE NATURAL GRIP MOTION

®

FEATURES

	� Small and compact deisgn
	� Body machined out of aluminum to stabilize handgun, with little  

resistance for secure and fast draw
	� Ball joint system allows cant adjustability and complete to customize 

handgun draw
	� Natural unlocking motion for fast and efficient draw
	� Allows use of Open Class attachments (thumb rests, RDS)

	� Approved use in Open/Limited Division, 3-Gun and others
	� Belt loop and holster can be separated for travel while maintaining 

user’s set position
	� Belt loop accommodates 1.5” and 1.75” belts with use of pre-installed shim 
	� Optional Muzzle Adaptor (015A) provides assistance in indexing firearm 

to ensure proper seating in the holster (can also be purchased attached 
to holster - Model 015XL) 

	� Available in Black, Red and Blue finishes

015XL version 
shown with 
Muzzle Adaptor 
attached


